Abstract
Introduction
Financial applications often deal with the multivariate distributions of random numbers. The obvious task for financial modelers is to describe the features and behavior of these multivariate distributions. Statistical properties of financial data are a central point of portfolio construction and evaluation problems, which constitute the generic asset allocation problem.
Following Meucci (2005) , the quantitative framework of solving a generic asset allocation problem can be summarized to several steps: (i) detecting quantities that fully describe behavior of asset prices: so-called market invariants. For equities the invariants are the returns; for bonds the invariants are the changes in the yield to maturity, for vanilla derivatives it is the change in implied volatility; (ii) estimating the distribution of market invariants; (iii) mapping the distribution of market invariants into the distribution of asset prices at a generic time in the future; (iv) defining optimality depending on investor's profile; (v) computing the optimal allocation, solving portfolio selection problem. Further, the risk estimation can be incorporated. Ability to correctly describe and estimate properties of financial asset returns are crucially important to successfully solve asset allocation problems. If the distribution of market invariants is assumed to be multivariate normal, the estimation process and optimal portfolio optimization is straightforward. However, distributions of market invariants are usually fat-tailed and skewed. Not only do marginal characteristics not conform to normality assumption, but the dependencies are source of confusion as well.
There can be found many drawbacks of "normal" specification of the dependency structure in the nonGaussian world. Embrechts et al. (2002) identified and illustrated several major problems associated with a correlation coefficient, defined as Pearson's product moment:
